Pizza Run Comes To 4 Cities In Australia
AUSTRALIA! Grab your family and friends for a must-do day out, starting with a fun run and ending with Pizza at the finish line!

Pizza Run Comes to Australia, visiting 4 cities; Adelaide, Brisbane, Sydney &
Melbourne and offering three race distances 10k, 5k & a 2k ‘Family Dash’

AUSTRALIA! Grab your family and friends for a must-do day out, starting with a fun run and
ending with Pizza at the finish line!
The Pizza Run is accessible for all with three varying distances, 5K, 10K and the ‘Family Dash’
to choose from.
We’ve been bringing the nation’s favourite food to cities across the UK since 2017, getting
people active and then feeding them pizza!
In 2021, we’re bringing Pizza Run to 4 cities across Australia so you can get a pizza-the-action!
Whether you’re a beginner or a seasoned runner, simply register for a Pizza Run in your city
and grab a slice of the fun! Your ticket includes entry, your race number, a custom designed
2021 Pizza slice run medal & some delicious pizza at the finish line.
Participants can enjoy the event in running gear or fancy dress at any of the four Pizza Run
locations. Post event check-in, our DJ will host our famed ‘Disco Warm Up’. Once participants
cross the finish line, they will receive their Pizza Slice medal, as well as tasty pizza. Our DJ will
also be on hand for the post run celebrations. This is the perfect opportunity for photos on our
photo backdrop, to meet runners from your area, and make some noise for your fellow Pizza
Run participants completing their runs!
Ticket entry includes:
* Race Entry & Number
* 3 Slices of glorious Pizza
* Pizza Run Finishers Medal
* Prizes for Top Finishers & best fancy dress
We could not be more excited to bring our fun run with a difference to Australia! Expect to see
fancy dress in the form of your favourite video game characters, giant food costumes & all
things pizza themed.
Come & join the Pizza celebrations as part of a healthy balanced lifestyle! Enjoy an energetic,
safe and community driven activity for a day out with family & friends.

ADELAIDE - Bonython Park (Park 27) - Sunday 12th September
BRISBANE - City Botanical Gardens - Saturday 21st August
SYDNEY - Sydney Park, Alexandria - Sunday 29th August
MELBOURNE - Albert Park - Sunday 5th September

To be released as of 21/5/2021
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‘ Literally the greatest thing I've ever seen! ‘ - Ben P from Birmingham, uk
‘ Pizza and running, that’s the dream ‘ - Beth S from Gloucestershire, uk
‘ This is defo on my bucket list ‘ - Bekki M from Manchester, uk
‘ This is the goal for my next plan ‘ - Paul T from South Wales, uk
‘ That’s my type of run ‘ - Luke C from Gloucestershire, uk
‘ Perfect reason to keep running ‘ - Catherine B from Manchester, uk

Runners are encouraged to raise funds for the causes they believe in by creating an account

with www.JustGiving.com.
We hope that you love Pizza as much as us. If so, find that healthy balance & we'll see you at
the start line! For more information and to sign up please visit www.pizzaruns.com.au or join the
Facebook page here at www.facebook.com/pizzarunner
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